
MLMS Community Council 

March 2, 2016  3:30 P.M. 

 

Attendance:  Jessica Sanders, Melanie Ponce, Melanie Pond, Jessica Zsiray, Darryl 

Guymon, Torhild Shirley, Sarah Timmins, Julie Benson, Lisa Hopkins, CariAnn Saury, 

Melissa Dahle, Teri Painter, Lilia Sanchez 

 

Welcome by Melanie Pond.  Welcome and recognition of Lisa Hopkins, school board 

member.  Review of February minutes – Motion to approve – Jessica Sanders, seconded 

by Melanie Ponce – vote was unanimous 

 

Budget – We have spent $75,664.92 and pending spending for the year is $34,976.39 for 

a total of $110,641.31.  We have a total of available funds of $129,869 so we have 

$19,228 – <10% carryover of $10,000 so we have $9,228 left to spend this year.  So 

some of the things we could spend it on are some of the budget items we discussed last 

meeting in our school improvement plan. 

 

Data Discussion STAR data round #2 – overall reading ability, especially 

comprehension.  All students for Jan 2016 45.9% are at benchmark.  We are in the top 

percent of growth comparing us to other schools across the country.  Growth numbers are 

1.9% reached benchmark, 46 point rise in scaled score, .4 growth in grade equivalent 

(this is a celebration because we had 4 months growth in 3 months time), and 55 growth 

in Lexile.  Sixth grade growth .5% at benchmark, 44 point rise in scaled score, .3 in grade 

equivalent, and 60 in Lexile.  Seventh grade 3.5% at benchmark, 56 rise in scaled score, 

.4 in grade equivalent, and 65 in Lexile.  Tons of reading across subjects is happening in 

the 7th grade.  Eighth grade 1.9% at benchmark, 34 rise in scaled score, .3 in grade 

equivalent, and 40 in Lexile.  Overall we are pretty excited about this data.  Our goals 

were set blindly without data.  We stabbed high, but now we have good data to set future 

goals with.   

 

I had each team meet together and talk about the students individually.  The sixth grade 

teams want to move from 46.9% to 49.6%, 7th grade from 47.2% to 52%.  One 8th grade 

team is still meeting so we don’t have their goal yet.  Congratulations!  Kids now know 

their Lexile.  They are cognizant of lowered scores and things they need to do better.  

I’ve never seen this happen before.   

 

We wanted to have this information so we set appropriate goals for 2016-17.  This draft 

is due March 24.  We need to get down to details in some form today.  Then we have to 

sign that we participated by March 24.   

 

The $85,000 is that just teachers or aides?  Good question, we left it for the 

administration to figure out the best use of the funds – AmeriCorps, aides, etc.   

 

We wanted to add some things to the goal that we will use common formative assessment 

data throughout the year to check progress and then use the SAGE test as the final 



measure.  We will also use STAR data throughout the year as well.  Our greatest need is 

in literacy and numeracy goals.   

 

I like the checks throughout the year so we can change course as we need to.  We could 

write a goal that 5% of our students will show a gain in the STAR test.  I like that idea, 

SAGE is so broad.  STAR lets us know how to adjust as we go along.  There is no STAR 

like test for math, would we use common formative assessments?  Yes.  We would use 

SAGE as the long-term goal, but we could use the other measures throughout the year.   

 

Do you feel your participation levels here are good because they are having problems at 

the high school level?  Some of the problems are that the students don’t know how to 

effectively take the test.   

 

What did we set a 5% goal?  We talked about the number of students that includes.  I 

think there are some problems with the test because 7th grade was at 43% while 6th and 8th 

were at 25%.  Why use SAGE?  We don’t have to use SAGE, but we can have 80% of 

students to have accomplished the common formative assessment.  Would it be like 

STAR and we would get data throughout the year?  Yes, it would look a little different, 

we would look at concepts and how many of the students reached mastery.  I think 85% 

is kind of high now.  We need to think of those kids that don’t read, ESL, Special Ed, etc.  

It includes all kids.  What would you propose?  95% or do you think 75% is a more 

reachable goal?  After intervention I think 85% is really doable.  So 80 or 85%?  80 – 

How about 82?   

 

SAGE is the way the public sees achievement in the school system.  We don’t want to 

miss this opportunity.  I like the way we are heading, but I think we really need to have 

this check-in with SAGE so we are meeting needs on all reporting fronts. 

 

I propose that we keep the 5% on SAGE, CFA 80%, STAR 5% increase.  Vote was 

unanimous.   

 

We need to divide that 85,000 up a little more.  AmeriCorps is a good organization.  They 

pay a little more, they have benefits, insurance, and college tuition.  We pay $15,000 and 

we get 2 full-time people and they take care of the hiring, etc.  They are usually more 

high quality candidates.  So do we allocate all the funding into the literacy goal?  Do we 

put it all in one goal area because we have to tie funding to goals?  Any content area 

could benefit.  Math seems to be the good focus area.  I think we put the two AmeriCorps 

in the literacy area, collaboration time would be in core areas.  Are the subs well 

qualified?  Not necessarily, the benefit comes from allowing the teacher’s time to 

collaborate.  The aides seem a little more beneficial.  The only problem is I don’t want to 

take instructional assistants away from instruction.  I think we can put it as salaries and 

leave it up to administration and team to decide exactly how that money is spent.  Okay, 

let’s move forward.  I know Thane would be here to fight, but I don’t know that we can 

fund instructional assistants in science.  I think we need to put the funding in literacy and 

numeracy.  As they get those skills, the science skills will come.  Our biggest asset is our 

MLMS parents who want to work 3-4 hours a day.  We have 4 parents who are working 



with the 6th grade and they are fabulous.  So $15,863 for AmeriCorps, $69,137 for Math, 

$5,000 for teacher training (3 for science, 1 for literacy, 1 for math).  I have lost my ESL 

aide so if I could have some sub time to work on test prep that I have been doing all on 

my own time.  $5,000 will help in this area.  Let’s allocate the $13,000 for the 16-17 

plan?  Then we can spend the 10,000 from this year.  We would like some literacy tools 

this year that would be for the content areas in 6th year.  Let’s put $4,000 LA, $4,000 

Math, and $5,000 science.   

 

Do we need a vote for the financials?  Yes 

 

Melanie - I propose that we accept the funding splits per our discussion that will be 

drafted in the plan and reflected in our minutes – seconded by CariAnn Saury.  Vote was 

unanimous.   

 

What would be the best way to spend the money?  Leveled library for 6th grade.  Content 

book for space, Greek mythology, etc. but leveled according to the student’s reading 

level.  That’s one idea, but another frustrating thing is a good teacher computer in each 

classroom.  I would like a portable one to take to data discussions.  I spoke to Frank and 

Dave Long about getting this technology update.  They weren’t able to give me a 

definitive answer.  I don’t want hope for a future date, I want action.  Do we want to 

spend that $10,000 on teacher’s computer – we could get 20 new machines at $900 a 

machine?  What is our greatest need?   

 

Do we want to discuss master schedule now that could affect this?  Sixth grades English 

class focuses on writing, then we have social studies, and a reading class.  Our most 

critical needs aren’t being taught at MLMS for a year for these students.  Next year we 

are going to teach 2 year-long classes, if they are below level they will get 3 year long 

classes because we love them so much.  We have the Houghton Mifflin collection series 

we bought last year that we haven’t been able to use because we haven’t been teaching 

reading.   

 

What if we take $12,000 for technology and carry over 8,000 then if we get funding from 

another source or when more money comes in on trust lands in the fall we can then spend 

that money on reading materials.  Can we look at technology now and then buy the books 

as funding becomes available?  How much would the supplemental materials cost?  You 

could spend $5,000 and it would come in 10 boxes. It is pricey for good materials.  Can 

we start the reading program next year without the supplemental materials?  Yes, with the 

collection series.   

 

How do you decide which teachers get them?  Those who have the oldest machines.  Do 

you have to get Apple?  No, we buy according to teacher preference.   

 

When we spend Trustlands money doesn’t it have to directly affect the students?  No, it 

has to be tied specifically to goals.  We just answered our question and we’ll go to School 

Board to get 51 computer.  Lisa – We’ll take care of it tomorrow.  So noted. 

 



I think $15,000 would be a good amount to start out.  Do we need to take summer 

funding out of this?  No, I think we have summer covered – Gear Up, etc.  We could 

allocate it to something like that.  We won’t be able to fund River Rats field trip to 

Tetons this year, but then no one has asked for that to be funded.  For every teacher that 

has submitted a proposal they will be funded.  There are a couple of proposals that won’t 

fit into the parameters of the grant. 

 

Motion to spend $15,000 of 2015-16 budget to buy content for 6th grade reading.  I think 

we need to make it 6th-8th grade.  Jessica motioned, Torhild seconded.  All in favor – 

motion passes.   

 

We don’t need an election process because we don’t have enough people to sit in these 

chairs.  We want a notification to go out to parents and anyone that fills it out we will 

accept onto the council.  Then we will balance it with teachers/staff.  How about sending 

out an e-mail to incoming 5th grade parents? 

 

Website redesign – Shanna Longhurst wants input on what we as parents access the most.  

Bus schedule, bell schedule, grades, calendar, teacher e-mails and web-site links.  Are all 

the teacher web sites going away?  No, they will link to all the teacher web-sites.  The old 

server is going down and the new server is written in a different programming language, 

so we have to make this more secure.  You can copy and paste each page into the new 

server.  I do web design and this takes a lot of time, but it can be done and it won’t be 

lost.  Can we turn those hours in for Gear-Up?  No  

 

After discussing the nominations for Teacher, Employee, and Volunteer of the year, 

recommendations were made from the community council to the administration to make 

the final selection. 

 

Motion to dismiss Melanie 

 

Dismissed at 5:00 

 

 


